Ask Stef

A Volunteer Challenge
A few months ago, I joined a new community
service ministry at my center. There have been
three meetings, and they are so disorganized and
dysfunctional. Everyone talks over each other.
One negative person shoots down every idea. The
leader just sits there, and there’s no clear plan.
Some people have left already. I’ve thought about
going to my minister, but she is busy, and I don’t
want to be a whiner. What should I do?
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are respect the moderator, only one person speaks
at a time and all opinions are respected. Your
group is a microcosm of a universal need: high-level collaboration and
devotion to making this a world that works for everyone. I hope you
will commit and stand for what is possible. You will grow and many
will be blessed. And so it is. z
I have an “Ask Stef” collaboration invitation for you. We all have questions
about life, the spiritual path, community, health, relationships, global
concerns and personal growth. I would love to receive yours for consideration
for this column. Submit your questions at StefSwink.com/Ask-Stef.
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